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Campus receives funds for infrastructure repairs
By Rachel Taylor
The Collegian

Fresno State President Joseph
Castro announced to the campus
community in an email Thursday
that Fresno State will receive
more than $30 million to move
forward with a major capital project that will update the university’s aged electrical infrastructure.

“I am very pleased to bring
you the good news that the
Chancellor’s Office has approved
priority funding to Fresno State
for electrical infrastructure
repair,” Castro said in the email.
“We will receive $1.3 million for
construction drawings, followed
by $30 million required for Phase
I replacement of our aged underground wiring infrastructure,

substations and other needs associated with the repairs.”
In the email, Castro called the
update a “mission-critical project,” and cited it as his “top nonacademic priority in 2014.” Castro
said he is happy the university can
now move forward with repairs.
Clint Moffitt, associate vice
president for financial services,
said discussions regarding fund-

ing for the project began about
18 to 24 months ago. Those conversations, he said, became more
focused after the university experienced a campuswide outage last
December during winter intercession.
Moffitt said the outage,
although troublesome and
unwanted, ultimately helped the
project become a reality by mak-
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growing up

The Sigma Alpha sorority had its annual
philanthropy event Saturday for Susan G.
Komen for the Cure breast cancer research
and awareness foundation.
The event was held on the kinesiology baseball diamond and their theme for this year was
“Save 2nd Base”.
“We always pick a theme that’s mostly a
play on words because it grabs people’s attention. In the past we’ve have also done ‘Save a
Rack’ and ‘Hoot for Hooters,’” said Jessica

Rinaldi, president of Sigma Alpha.
A total of eight fraternities participated this
Saturday, including Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi
Epsilon, and Alpha Gamma Rho. Each fraternity paid $100 to participate in the events.
After signing up, teams purchased tank tops
for friends and team members for $15. All the
proceeds went to Susan G. Komen for a Cure.
“Last year for ‘Save a Rack’ we rose over
$1,000, and the year before that we raised over
$500. Our goal for this year is to at least raise
$2,000,” Rinaldi said.
Sigma Alpha collected $1,068 for the Susan
G. Komen for a Cure Foundation.

Lyles Center
works to bring
‘Duck Dynasty’
to Fresno
By Matthew Jimenez
The Collegian

“I know we kind of like to joke around about
it, but I think wholeheartedly we all are really about it. It affects one in eight women so I
think it’s kind of something that’s touched all
of our lives in some way,” Rinaldi said.
According to the National Breast Cancer
Foundation, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women and the
second leading cause of death. Each year it is
estimated that over 220,000 women in the
United States will be diagnosed with breast
cancer and more than 40,000 will die.
Fresno State junior and member of Sigma
Alpha, Katelyn Williams, had a close family
friend diagnosed and treated for breast cancer.
See CANCER, Page 6

See DUCK, Page 3

Sorority fights for ‘2nd base’
By Hailey Mayo
The Collegian

See REPAIRS, Page 3

The Lyles Center for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship launched
a communitywide campaign to
bring “Duck Dynasty” to Fresno.
“Duck Dynasty” is a realitybased television series on A&E
that follows the lives of the
Robertson clan who own and
operate the Duck Commander
Empire.
Tim Stearns, CEO of the Lyles
Center, said that Casey Lamonski,
the center’s program director,
came up with the campaign idea,
which is called #QuackAttack.
“I thought it was humorous
and a big challenge,” Stearns said.
“Now I’m impressed with the
effort that has been put together.
The positive response from people indicates that there’s a good
chance to pull it off.”
Stearns said the campaign
would serve two purposes. One,
“Duck Dynasty” will tell its entrepreneurial story to Fresno’s
youth. Two, when “Duck Dynasty”
arrives in Fresno, an event will
be held at the Save Mart Center
where tickets will be sold. The
ticket revenue will fund scholarships offered by the Lyles Center,
Sterns said, and will also help

See Page 6

Sigma Alpha donates to breast cancer research

ing the situation “more real” for
everyone involved. Without it,
he said, Fresno State would likely
still be waiting for funding.
“We would still be in line with
all of our other 23 institutions in
the system,” he said.
“They have their own share of
deferred maintenance.”

Student positions receive pay increases
By Esra Hashem
The Collegian
California State University and
the Union of Auto Workers Local
4123 – which represents more
than 7,000 teaching associates,
graduate assistants, and instructional student assistants – have
reached a tentative agreement to
provide a salary increase for students who work in instruction.
This means that undergraduate tutors, graduate teaching
assistants, graders and supplemental instructors will all see a
wage increase if the CSU Board of

90.7 KFSR:
Behind the mic
[Page 3]

Trustees votes for final approval
of the bargaining agreement on
Nov. 5.
Reb e cca A s a mi, a graduate teaching assistant in Fresno
State’s geology department and
the head steward for UAW Local
4123 on campus, said the settlement is well-deserved for academic student employees.
“We provide a very important
service,” Asami said. “We can connect with students in a way that
professors sometimes can’t. So it
is a contract we’re very proud of.
It’s a significant win for us.”
As a part of the settlement,

teaching associates and graduate assistants would experience a
1.34 percent salary increase, while
tutors and graders would receive a
$1 per hour increase. This would
take effect for the 2013-14 school
year retroactively to July 1, 2013.
In July 2014, teaching associates and graduate assistants
would receive a 2-percent salary
increase, while tutors and graders would get a 50 cent per hour
increase. These rates would stay
in effect for the 2014-15 and 201516 school years.

USA BMX hosts
Olympians at
Woodward Park
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The truth about
happiness
By Jordan Pisaro
The Collegian
I don’t know about you, but
when I’m asked what will make
me happy, my first instinct is to
begin making a mental list. Like a
child writing a Christmas letter to
Santa, I think up my heart’s deepest desires: new car, steady job or
more zeros at end of my “current
account balance.”
Recently, however, I have
realized that I had made a mistake. Happiness isn’t just a goal of
human existence; it is the goal of
human existence. I don’t want a
BMW; I don’t want more money;
I want to be happy.
This drive toward happiness
causes us to work or to lounge, to
hate or to love, to kill or to save,
and thus it naturally follows that
happiness is not only a goal or
achievement, it is also a catalyst.
Happiness is not something
that can be bought, nor is it contingent upon material reality; it is
psychological.
But if it isn’t something that
can be satisfied purely by things,
how do we achieve it?
The answer is that it follows
from the attainment of our values, from the physical realization
of our noncontradictory psychological desires and through
achievement that is not marred
by guilt or internal struggles.
The problem with my understanding of happiness was rooted
in my definition of the term.
The purpose of a definition is
the isolation and identification
of a thing, whereby you make a
distinction between the thing
defined and all other things.
Yet, when you look for a definition of “happy,” you’re left with
“feeling or showing pleasure or
contentment.”
The purely physical nature of
the definition ignores the difference between pleasure and happiness, where they are considered
synonyms for one another.
What we need is an objective
definition of happiness. Such a
definition should differentiate
happiness from more than just its
opposites, but also distinguishes
it among other similar ideas.
While people’s happiness is
dependent upon their own subjective view of the world, there
must be some nonrepetitive way
to establish the limitations and
qualifications of happiness.
In order to do so, I propose
that we make a distinction
between pleasure and happiness,
where pleasure is thought of as
instant gratification and happiness as a long-term psychological
condition.
It is true that happiness is
dependent upon the feeling of
pleasure, yet pleasure is not
dependent upon happiness.
Drinking coffee can give you plea-
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sure, but it will not necessarily
make you happy.
The dictionary’s definition
allows people who are momentarily satisfied to consider themselves happy, but what about
when the moment is gone?
Take an alcoholic who drinks
in order to create his own pleasure, for example. He will be able
to drink, and he will feel pleasure
so long as he never stops. If he
does stop drinking, he will be left
without his coping mechanism
and will be forced to examine his
choices, question the direction
of his life and, if he chooses not
to face his demons, he will be left
unhappy, guilty and in need of
more alcohol.
On the other hand, let’s consider a student who has received
an “A” on a paper, a writer who
just finished his first book or an
employee who finally got the raise
for which he had been working
hard.
These individuals’ accomplishments will result in gratification, but it can also lead to a psychological state of happiness.
Assuming they have no sense
of guilt associated with these
activities, they will be able to
build from their achievements
and maintain their happiness.
Ultimately, the problem is that
we live in a complex world and
there are many different options
available to us. The key is knowing which one will work for us.
Marrying a very wealthy person can make you happy if all you
care about getting from the relationship is money, but it won’t
necessarily if you’re looking for
love and compassion.
Having a child can make you
happy if you have something
to impress upon them and the
future, but won’t if it is an unexamined desire based purely on a
combination of social expectation
and biological compulsion.
Shopping will take your mind
off your problems, but it cannot
replace them.
Attaining happiness requires
self analysis and the development
of a logical foundation for the
choices we make.
The cost of my reliance upon a
faulty definition of happiness was
5 years and a lot of money I didn’t
have. My mistake was believing
college would be enough; that I
could just go to school and my
dream job would magically present itself.
I attempted to avoid thinking
about it, and now I must suffer
the consequences.
I know I am young and I am
painfully aware of the fact that
I have no clue what I want to do
with the rest of my life.
I do know that if I want to
be happy, whatever I do must fit
consistently within my own value
system.
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Letter to the Editor
Another year of Bulldog football is upon us. Coach DeRuyter and his staff
have turned the program into a fun, fast-paced and exciting team to watch, both
on offense and defense. He has established a winning attitude and a game plan to
elevate us into a “big time” football program. Excitement is in the air; everything
about Bulldog Football is on the upswing!
We, the fans, now need to do our part to help the Bulldogs’ become a “big
time” football program. In order for this to happen some things need to change.
Bulldog Stadium should be sold out for each game. Whether Boise State or Cal
Poly, it should be no problem selling out a stadium that only seats just under
40,000 people. Football stadiums around the country sell out 60,000+ seats each
and every game. The fans are all there at the start of the game, and still there at the
end, no matter what the outcome.
This brings me to the most important point. Support our football team by
staying at the game whether it is a “nail-biter” coming down to the last possession,
or a blowout (for either team). Fortunately, we had some blowouts last year where
we were in complete control by half time. Isn’t this what we all want; a dominant
performance by our team? Unfortunately, the vast majority of fans then left, leaving a half-empty stadium to watch the end of the game. Is this how we should support our team for doing a great job? What does this say to the players and coaching
staff who bust their butts to put on a winning performance, just to see the stands
half empty? I implore all of us, as fans, to have our stadium full when the ‘Dogs run
out of the tunnel and just as full when the game is over and they are heading back
to the locker room. Win or lose, close or blowout, true fans will support their teams
start to finish.
Going to a live Bulldog game is a great time. What adds to the excitement
is a large, energetic crowd. This not only make it more enjoyable for the fans, it
gives an extra boost to the players. Let’s do our part and help Coach DeRuyter turn
Fresno State’s football into the “big time” college program it can be!
Lance Heiden
from Visalia

Jennifer Sawyer/ The Collegian
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REPAIRS:
Project ‘many,
many years’
in making
CONTINUED from page 1
Moffitt said the funds were difficult to obtain due to the various
monetary and structural demands
within the California State
University system.
“We all have aging infrastructures, so that’s why it’s so hard [to
get funding],” he said.
Elvyra San Juan, assistant vice
chancellor for capital planning,
design and construction, said
funding for the $1.3 million drawings will come from the CSU’s
operating budget, which includes
a state appropriation of general
fund dollars and student tuition
fees.
San Juan said the Chancellor’s
Office, however, is still exploring
alternative methods in order to
fulfill the $30 million needed for
construction.
“It’s not exactly clear where the
capital funding will come from
since there are no general obligation bond funds for the CSU,” she
said. “The CSU’s budget has been
reduced. I think we’re still down
over $500 million from where we
were a few years ago, and there
is certainly a lot of pressure to
address enrollment increases,
compensation, health care costs
and deferred maintenance. So
there are a lot of competing needs
right now.”
Robert Boyd, associated
vice president for Facilities
Management, said he was elated
when he discovered the project
will receive funding.
“It’s been many, many years in
the making trying to get this project done,” Boyd said. “We’ve had
the project on the capital outlay
list for at least a dozen years that
I know of, and the need has been
there way before that.
“The last 20 plus years this has
needed to occur. It’s a great day
for Fresno State, and it’s really a
great day for our future to be able
to deliver education to the students in a way that we can have an
adequate and safe power source.”
Boyd said the project has been
in the preliminary design phase
since summer.
Now that the university has
received a confirmation of funding, the construction drawings, he
said, should be finished sometime
in February.
Boyd said Facilities
Management is planning to begin
construction in June or July. After
that, he said, the project will take
about 18 months to complete.
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90.7 KFSR: Behind the mic
By Jesse Franz
The Collegian

Perched on top of the Speech
Arts building, 90.7 KFSR’s sixstory-tall radio tower looks over
Fresno State. It broadcasts to
three-quarters of a million people,
but preoccupied students hustle
by it every day. Many know it for
its daily jazz or “Evening Eclectic”
programs. However, few know
about the organization behind the
sound.
The station traces its beginnings back to the 1950s. At that
time, the station only broadcasted
on a closed circuit within the university. It wasn’t until October
of 1982 that the station began
broadcasting on FM airwaves and
became available to the local community. Operated in conjunction
with Fresno State’s TV and broadcasting academic programs, KFSR
became the university’s studentrun radio station.
In 2005, KFSR became a nonprofit.
Today, just one full-time and
two part-time employees staff it.
Much of the staffing required to
keep the station running 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year comes from
its team of volunteers.
Despite its relatively small
staff, KFSR aspires to large goals.
“We’re the musician’s radio station,” says operations and program director Julie Logan. “We’re
the creative community’s radio
station.”
Weekdays, the station is home
to the only jazz programming in
Fresno.
“To be able to own a format in
a market is almost unheard of in
Fresno. The fact that we are the
only jazz radio station in Fresno
is huge, and it’s very popular,”
Logan said.

During weeknights the station breaks from jazz with the
“Evening Eclectic.” The title of
the program is all the description
it needs. It features many obscure
tracks, crossing genre and cultural lines.
Associated Students, Inc.’s own
program, “Dog Dish” kicks off the
weekend on Friday night with a
blend of music and interviews
with newsworthy people at Fresno
State. Saturday and Sunday feature an array of subculture niche
programming ranging from gospel, to bluegrass and blues.
The biggest misconception surrounding the station is that it is
still operated directly by Fresno
State and thereby is a college
radio station. While its location
inside the campus entwines the
two, KFSR has been run as a nonprofit and has seen mostly independent of the college for the last
eight years.
“The station operates almost
completely independently of the
university now. So that’s kind of
different; we’re not a college radio
station. Most people who come
across a radio station that’s on a
campus at a university assume
that it’s a college radio station and
funded by the college. So we’re
kind of a hybrid,” Logan said.
Logan said the one thing that
ultimately binds KFSR to Fresno
State is that the university still
owns the license to the radio station.
Separation from the school
doesn’t mean that students aren’t
involved in the station, however.
While it is no longer student run,
KFSR carries five student DJs,
two student interns and volunteer opportunities for students.
“Anybody is welcome,” Logan
said.
The biggest challenge for the

Photo courtesy of Roe Borunda / ROETOGRAPHY

90.7 KFSR Benefit Show is one of the yearly shows the radio station puts on to give
back to the supporters and listeners that donate to the nonprofit organization.

station couples with the fact that
it’s a nonprofit—funding.
“It’s always money. I mean
we’re a nonprofit. Ask any nonprofit organization and the
answer is going to be money –
funding,” said Logan.
She continued, “And we have
some very generous benefactors
who are very, very good to the
radio station. But we have to work
diligently to provide funding for
the radio station.”
Much of the station’s funding
comes from solicited donations.
Two noted donors are Spinner’s
Records in the Tower District and
ASI.
The majority of the remaining
funding is raised through fall and
spring pledge drives. Bookended
by benefit concerts, this year’s fall
pledge drive begins Oct. 26 with
the Grand Ole Opry and ends Nov.
9 with a Crooners concert.
Despite a budget that may be
smaller than that of other commercial radio stations, KFSR is

trying to stay ahead with social
media to bolster its programs.
That station is currently rebuilding its social media sites where
it gives away tickets and gets the
word out about events and its programming.
“It’s integral. Social media and
radio, I mean, they go hand in
hand,” says Logan.
However, perhaps the biggest
way the station is using technology to greater promote itself is
through the ability to stream the
radio station live on from the
Internet.
“You can pick up KFSR all
over the world.” Logan continued, “Honest to goodness, we get
emails from all over the world.
People listening to a specific show
and asking about a song.”
All these tools aren’t for fame
or international recognition,
though. It’s to further the station’s goal, which as Logan says
is best summed up in the motto,
“Fresno’s music alternative.”

DUCK: Campaign turns to social media for help
CONTINUED from page 1
fund the Lyles Center’s youthbased entrepreneurship programs held at 20 different schools
around the area.
Stearns said “Duck Dynasty” is
watched and liked by many demographic groups, which is why it is
a good choice.
“‘Duck Dynasty’ is very popular, and they have not been to
the West Coast,” Stearns said.
“We like that they are an entrepreneurial company and that is
reflected in the television series.
We like that they appeal to many
demographics, and that has great
appeal for us.”

Sarina Hernandez, a public
relations specialist for the Lyles
Center, is in charge of the campaign’s social media.
“We’re going to do this for
the whole month of October,”
Hernandez said. “If we don’t hear
from them [then], we will hit them
even harder.”
The Lyles Center’s campaign
has teamed up with 93.7 Kiss
Country, and will also receive
help from country singer Tyler
Farr, who is friends with Willie
Robertson – one of the show’s
personalities.
Hernandez said they plan to go
to The Big Fresno Fair to generate
more buzz among the fair goers. A

video contest is also in the works.
The Lyles Center’s goal is to get
local churches involved, especially since the Robertson family is
Christian.
During a $5 concert hosted by
Kiss Country, Gnarly Charley, the
radio’s main personality, got the
entire crowd to send a shout out
to “Duck Dynasty.” A local middle school sent “Duck Dynasty” a
shout out – as did Fresno Mayor
Ashley Swearengin, all with the
hopes that the campaign catches
steam on the Internet.
The campaign has turned to
social media to help spread its
cause -- there is a Bring Duck
Dynasty to Fresno page on

Facebook.
Hernandez said people can
get involved by making their own
shout out videos and upload them
to the Duck Dynasty Facebook
page.
She said that they have made
a video skit, and when it is complete, Farr will send the video to
Robertson along with a Quack
Attack T-shirt.
“We hope that they come, and
if they don’t come, at least we
spread awareness for the Lyles
Center and got the name out.
The experience is worth it. We’re
going into this without the option
of failure.”

felt much better during practices,”
he said.
Cherise Picou, owner of
“Fresno - Clovis Vapor, Clovis
E-Cig Tasting Bar,” said her customers are cutting back on conventional cigarettes after switching to e-cigarettes.
“I can’t tell you how many customers came back saying, ‘Oh
my gosh, I haven’t had a cigarette since I came in last week,’
or ‘I haven’t had a cigarette since
I bought these a week ago,’” she
said. “It’s exciting because nothing has worked for them in the
past. They want to get a backup
because they’re worried if their
battery quits working, they’re
going to run out and buy a pack of

cigarettes.”
As the popularity heightens, so
does the controversy surrounding
it. Despite the claim that e-cigarettes are a healthy alternative to
conventional cigarettes, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
has neither approved nor conducted sufficient studies on the
liquid used for e-cigarettes.
“E-cigarettes are not regulated by the FDA, and so in order
for drug products to gain FDA
approval, the company has to
demonstrate to the agency that
it’s safe and it’s effective for its
intended use,” said Justina Felix,
advocacy manager of Project
IMPACT from the American Lung
Association.

Felix pointed out that since
insufficient studies were made, no
one knows what e-cigarettes actually contain.
“As a consumer, we currently
have no way of knowing the concentration of potentially harmful chemicals in these particular
products,” Felix said.
According to a few FDA studies, a chemical used in antifreeze,
called propylene glycol, was found
in e-cigarette juices, Felix said.
She cautioned that even more
unwanted chemicals might be
found if an in-depth study was
done.
“Do you really want to put
something in your body when you
don’t know 100 percent what’s in

the product?” Felix asked. “Do
you want to take that chance and
that risk – inhaling something
that isn’t regulated?”
The phenomenon that Picou
experienced with her customers,
using e-cigarettes as a way to quit
smoking conventional cigarettes,
puzzled Felix. She said people
may get the misconception they
are smoking something that is
much safer than conventional
cigarettes.
“For people to say it’s actually
helping them—I do kind of find it
confusing how that would happen
because nicotine is the drug that
makes smoking addicting, and

Are E-cigarettes just blowing smoke?
By Careen Wong
The Collegian

After smoking conventional
cigarettes for three years, Qian
Hao, a Fresno State international
student, switched to smoking
e-cigarettes to increase his stamina while he practiced jiujitsu.
Hao realized he had difficulty
breathing when he practiced jiujitsu, a form of martial arts, while
he smoked conventional cigarettes.
“It was really hard to breathe,”
he said.
After switching to e-cigarettes,
Hao noticed his stamina increased
after only one month.
“When I started e-cigarettes, I

See SMOKE, Page 6
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Spirit Squad keeps it real

Fresno State's cheer team puts in the hours, on and off the field
By Noelle Chaney
Special to The Collegian

They have the best seats in the house at every Fresno
State football game, but these ladies have earned their
spots on the field.
Nearly two dozen incredibly spirited and highly devoted
young women make up the spirit squad at Fresno State.
You can find them cheering loud, flying high and smiling
big at all of the Fresno State home games, but their drive
and dedication doesn’t stop at the 50-yard line.
Head coach Emmi Jennings said the squad’s year
begins in August and runs all the way through the end of
March, sometimes into early April.
Jennings, a Fresno State alumna, runs multiple practices a week in addition to morning workouts to keep the
girls on point.
“We have practices three times a week, morning workouts twice a week at 5 a.m.,” Jennings said. “Between
practices, games and appearance commitments, the girls
put in 15 to 20 hours a week.”
Jennings said the team is required to report to home
football games four hours before kickoff and cheer the
whole game, which can often mean a full day’s work. She
said this year’s nail-biting, high-intensity Boise State game
had the women on their feet for eight hours.
“It was absolutely insane, in a good way,” Jennings said.
Roe Borunda / The Collegian
“Exhausting, but totally worth it.”
Members of the Fresno State Spirit Team showing their spirit at the Fresno State vs. Cal Poly game. The squad will host its annual Spirit Day fundIn addition to attending every home football and basraiser on Nov. 23. For $25, head coach Emmi Jennings said children are taught a routine they will perform that evening during halftime.
ketball game, Jennings said the team gets lots of requests
throughout the community to make appearances. She
“The hardest part is the time and energy commitment
time of that evening’s game.
said she requires the women to commit to at least three
required,” Gonzales said. “I don’t think people realize the
For $25, she said each participant will receive a perforappearances a semester, and there are many opportunities
time or the amount of work we put in.”
mance T-shirt and admission to the game that evening.
to do so.
Time doesn’t always equal money, and the
For registration information, check out www.gobull“Pictures
spirit squad is no stranger to that. Jennings
dogs.com, or email questions to Emmeline Jennings at
with Santa
said funds for the squad come strictly from funemmelinejennings@cusd.com.
Claus, ‘Greek
draising done by
he hardest part is the time and energy
Week,’ serving
the team, so there
commitment required...I don’t think people
pizza during basis seldom money
realize the time or the amount of work we put in.”
ketball season,”
to spare.
Jennings said.
“It is the big— Briana Gonzales,
“We also get
gest burden on
tons of requests
Spirit squad member
my shoulders,”
from alumni and
Jennings said.
the Smittcamp
“I have to worry
house.”
about the stress to
Between
make sure we make enough
weekly workouts, game days and appearances, Jennings
money here to order new
said the girls have a lot on their plate. In addition to the
uniforms. The girls want new
spirit squad, she said many members are involved with
pom-poms for basketball
other extracurricular activities, maintain a high GPA and
season and we can’t do that.
work at separate jobs.
Funding is huge.
Veteran squad member Silvana Castaneda has been
“We recycled uniforms
cheering at Fresno State for four years. Cheering for 10
from last year for this year’s
years back in her hometown of Sanger, Castaneda said
team.”
she was drawn to Fresno State not only for cheer, but also
Jennings said one of the
because of its great criminology program.
biggest fundraisers for the
Castaneda maintains a 3.0 GPA and works close to 30
spirit team is its annual Spirit
hours a week at AT&T, but she loves what she does.
Day. She said this year’s
“The fans here are so crazy and fun,” Castaneda said. “I
Spirit Day will be Saturday,
love trying to get them on their feet to cheer on our team!”
Nov. 23, and starts at 8 a.m.
Briana Gonzales is new to the spirit squad, but said she
Jennings said there are 250
is quickly learning how hard it is to balance it all. Gonzales
spots open to kids ages 7-15,
maintains a 3.6 GPA, works 20 hours at Cold Stone
where they will learn a rouCreamery and volunteers with the nonprofit Joni and
tine and perform during halfFriends in addition to her commitment to cheer.

“T

Photo courtesy of Emmeline Jennings

Fresno State's cheer team at last year's United Spirit Association cheer camp. Head coach Emmi Jennings
said the team practices three times a week.
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USA BMX BRINGS THE HEAT
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Fresno played host to almost 700 riders over the weekend, including BMX world
champions, for USA BMX’s Redline Cup Finals West - Pro Series at Woodward Park

Rachel Taylor / The Collegian

Riders from various teams, including a member of Team Redline Challenge (center), competing Sunday for the chance to gain points and win a
Redline Cup plate. Throughout the competition, riders’ ages ranged anywhere from age 3 to 55.

By Megan Rupe
The Collegian
“He’s got the horsepower to beat this thing all the way
back home!” a commentator yelled over the loud speaker
as a posse of bikers exploded out of the gate and zoomed
around the berm of a dusty track. The race was on.
BMX, or bicycle motocross, rolled into Fresno this
weekend for USA BMX’s Redline Cup Finals West - Pro
Series, held Oct. 4 through 6 in Woodward Park in Fresno.
Fans geared up and packed out the park’s track for the
event, which Nick Adams, USA BMX director of business
and new track development, said played host to almost
700 entrants, ages 3 to 55, racing to hopefully put their
pedal to the “medal.”
“California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, and some
of the other surrounding states, Arizona,” Adams said.
“People are traveling to get here, and then they’re traveling from all over California, so they’re from everywhere.”
In BMX, points matter, and so does the glory that
comes with winning events.
In the Redline Cup Finals for the West Coast, Adams said riders were competing to win the Redline Cup
“plates;” numbered plates that attach to a rider’s handlebars that are the equivalent of a trophy.
To be eligible for a plate, Adams said riders must have
competed in two of the 70 Redline qualifier races around
the United States. He said the riders’ best two qualifying

scores would then be added to their best scores from
Saturday and Sunday’s regional competition.
Adams said the system, however complicated, gives
Rachel Taylor / The Collegian
underdogs a “hypothetical” chance of winning, but said
A member of the team BMX Elite competing in Sunday’s races.
the riders who win at regionals, are the riders who win
plates.
“He just started racing, and this is his first big race that
“The people that are gonna win the plates here [at the
he’s come to,” Castro said.
Redline Cup Finals] have won, or are at the top of their
Clearly excited, Aidan had climbed to the top of a fence
game,” Adams said.
overlooking the start hill where the pros were just about
Connor Fields, 21, is one of those people. A profesto race.
sional BMX racer with a multitude of achievements to
Wearing a blue and black bodysuit that identified
his name, including placing seventh in BMX at the 2012
him as a rider, when Aidan was asked if he liked to race
Olympic Games and multiple world championship titles,
because it was crazy and gave him a good rush, he said,
Fields is someone Adams would describe as “top of their
“Yup” that’s exactly what he likes about BMX.
game.”
“I just like riding,” he said.
After winning his first heat on Saturday, Fields said his
Something Adams said is a valid reason to ride.
focus was on making it to the finals.
“It’s gonna be different for everybody,” Adams said.
“That’s the biggest thing, and then in the final is when
“For some of them, the points are what they’re chasing;
you decide what place you get for the day,” Fields said.
they’re trying to get the most points to win their regional,
“So theoretically, you could get second, thirds and fourths
to win their district, or whatever the case may be.
all day, advance to the finals, but win the final, and you’d
“For some, it’s, ‘I get to get out on my two wheels and
win the day.”
go out and have fun.’”
As of Sunday, Fields stood
Walking up to the track, people
third in the AA Pro division.
ou see that all the time, little kids that
of all ages could be seen sitting
Fields crashed in his final
started racing with us, and next thing you
under tents, chatting, drinking
and placed fourth in Saturday’s
soda and tinkering with their
know, they’re in the Olympics.”
race, but before the final, he
bikes.
— Nick Adams,
said he would be “stoked” to
Adams said the atmosphere is
USA BMX director of business and new track
take home a plate.
what makes BMX a “very family
Acknowledging
development
oriented” sport.
that riders train for
“In many cases, you have
first place, Fields
brothers and sisters racing,” Adams said. “You have moms
said there are also other reasons to race.
and dads racing, and if they’re not racing, they’re part of
“It’s my passion,” Fields said. “It’s what I’ve
the pit crew or part of the team helping out.
done since I was a little kid.
“Very few sports that you can participate in where the
“I’m lucky that I was good enough, I’ve
whole family can participate at one venue.”
worked hard enough, that it’s turned into my
Because of this, Adams said it’s not uncommon to see
job as well.”
children as young as 3 years old kicking along on the
Fields wasn’t the only one putting his pastrack. USA BMX even has a bracket for them; the “strider”
sions into action this weekend.
classification is for kids ages 3 to 5.
Rick Castro, a BMX track owner and opera“You see that all the time, little kids that started racing
tor from Salinas, brought his son and a couple
with us, and next thing you know, they’re in the Olymof young riders to compete and to see Fields
pics,” Adams said. “So it’s been pretty cool.”
and other pros, including 2013 BMX World
Mara Fehd was selling shirts and hats near the USA
Champion Sam Willoughby, ride.
BMX semitrailer outside of the track on Saturday afterComing up on 10 years with the sport, Casnoon.
tro said his track sees bikers from all walks, or
Fehd is no stranger to BMX. She said this is her 37th
rides, of life.
year in the sport.
“A lot of riders start riding at usually about
“I have five kids that have all raced,” Fehd said. “And
4, but we have riders up to 60 years old that
they range from 22 now to 12; they started when they
race on a weekly basis,” Castro said.
were 5.”
He said it’s also common to see a lot of famiLike Adams, Fehd said the sport is all about family.
lies in the sport.
“You can come here and bring your whole family,” Fehd
“A lot of dads; I’m into it because my son
said. “It’s really wonderful.
races,” Castro said. “The whole family’s into it.”
“It doesn’t matter if you’re rich or if you’re poor, everyWith Castro was 9-year-old Aidan, a small,
one helps and supports you, so it’s a good family sport.”
suntanned boy with a mess of brown hair and a
For more information on USA BMX and to view the rebig smile.
sults of the Redline Cup Finals West – Pro Series, patrons
Aidan’s own report was that he had been
can visit USA BMX’s website at www.usabmx.com.
racing since the age of 4. Officially, Castro
To find out about local races happening at the Woodsaid the boy has been racing for three to four
ward Park track, Adams recommends calling Fresno BMX
months.
Racing at 621-PLAY (7529).
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WAGE: New pay increases for student positions ‘overdue’ SMOKE:
CONTINUED from page 1

Asami said that these salary
increases are necessary, as most
of these student employees work
at the lowest end of the salary
scale.
“The cost of living has gone up,
and it’s hard for students to get
jobs off campus,” she said. “It’s
been harder for students to stay in
school, and yet we’re not getting
any pay increase. It’s nice that this
is happening now. It feels good.”

James Banks, International
representative for UAW Local
4123, was involved in the bargaining agreement. He agreed with
Asami and said that this wage
increase was overdue.
“2008 was the last time we had
a pay raise,” Banks said. “Tuition
has gone up since then. The average student has about $20,000
in debt in terms of student loans.
This is a really big victory in terms
of getting more money in our
pockets to reduce our debt as stu-

dent employees.”
The agreement is a three-year
deal. Mike Uhlenkamp, director of media relations at the CSU
Chancellor’s Office, said that this
deal is important because it marks
the first time since 2007 that the
CSU has negotiated a multiyear
salary deal with one of its unions.
“It’s a reflection of the positive,
changing budget climate,” he said.
“This gives union members the
stability of knowing what they’re
going to be earning in the next few

years.”
Students who are a part of the
union or work as tutors or teaching aides on campus are encouraged to attend a meeting on Oct.
14 at 9 a.m. in Professional/
Human Services (PHS) Room
1110. At that time, the bargaining agreement will be reviewed
and explained in detail. Student
employees will be able to ask
questions about their current or
future work contracts.

Victor E. II basks
in spotlight
By Crystal Deniz
The Collegian

him home, and it was a decision
she will never regret.
On Saturday, Weaver, VEBII
Victor E. Bulldog II took his and friends gathered at Me ‘N
first step into the spotlight last Ed’s Victory Grill in Granite Park
year, eliciting thousands to say on Cedar Avenue to watch the
“Awww!” and fall in love.
Bulldogs battle the Idaho Vandals.
The 45-pound English bullThe mom-pup duo made
dog was only 5 months old when their appearances on KSEE 24’s
he stepped into the limelight, but “Bulldog Insider” and in between
already had the star power that bites of pizza, tacos and barwas reminiscent of the beloved becued wings, they made their
Fresno State mascot, Victor E. rounds through the restaurant,
Bulldog, who had passed away greeting fans and bringing smiles
from cancer August of last year.
to their faces.
To say VEBII (as he is affecShe described VEBII as a haptionately known) had some big piness ambassador, not just for
paw prints to fill was true, but he Fresno State, but for the commumore than stepped up to the chal- nity as well.
lenge, accord“He loves
ing to his
kids,” she
owner and
said with a
primary vet“It’s
e’s a different dog than the laugh.
erinarian, Dr.
like if you
first Victor E. was.”
Kelly Weaver,
put a stick
of Fresno Pet
here and a
Emergency
— Dr. Kelly Weaver, k i d t h e r e ,
Room.
’s going
Fresno Pet Emergency Room he
“The thing
to go for the
is, he’s a difkid.”
ferent dog
In fact,
than the first
there were a
Victor E. was,” Weaver said. few children’s birthday parties at
“There’s going to be a difference the restaurant that were livened
in personalities, but his just fits.”
up by the waddling and wiggling
Weaver said that the moment of excitement.
VEBII laid his big brown puppyA little boy got his picture
dog eyes upon her it was a done taken, and VEBII gave him birthdeal. She had no choice but to take day lickings as well. This aspect

“H

Photo courtesy of Cary Edmondson/ University Communications

Victor E. II wears a tuxedo during a Wedding photo shoot at the Smittcamp Alumni
House.

of VEBII’s personality adds to his
animated reputation.
“He has a couple different
snores, but they sound so much
like a cartoon, it’s hilarious,”
said Jeff Rhodes, a close friend of
Weaver and VEBII.
Another fan and best buddy
of VEBII in attendance was Mike
Scott, a local television journalist who worked for CBS47 and
retired earlier this year, just shy
of his 30th anniversary with the
station.
Scott was seen fawning over
VEBII, often taking pictures,
cuddling him and letting the dog
“clean” his face after he ate.
“Everyone just loves him,”
Weaver beamed.
She added that she wished she
could take him to every sporting

event that Fresno State has, “but
there are just so many.”
VEBII stays very active, she
said. The pair will be attending
the Quarterback Club on Monday
at 12 p.m. and the Women’s
Basketball Ice Cream Social at
Smittcamp Alumni House at 6
p.m. on Wednesday.
He also knows when he is going
incognito versus when it’s “celebrity” time. “When I put his jersey
on him, he does what we call the
‘bulldog bounce’ because he starts
hopping around,” she said with a
laugh.
As for what the future holds for
VEBII, Weaver said she hopes to
get him involved in working with
children to boost awareness of
animals, sports and Fresno State.

CANCER: Event hosts competitions to raise money
CONTINUED from page 1
“She had to have two
surgeries to remove
tumors and several radiation sessions. Being away
at college made it difficult
to be with her. I could only
lift her and her family in
prayer and visit when I
was in town,” Williams
said. “It was hard to see
her go through this as I
saw my father go through
cancer surgeries along
with chemo and radiation
treatments. She is now
cancer free. I’m trying to
educate others and myself
about breast cancer now.
Early detection is very
important.”
The event involved fraternities on campus, which
participated in individual
team competitions leading
up to the main relay race
called “Bull Run”.
The winner of the event
is based off points. There
are competitions leading
up to the Bull Run that
teams can participate in
to gain more points, like
doing favors for the girls of

Sigma Alpha to get horse
shoes and selling breast
cancer awareness ribbons.
“Each sister has a horse
shoe that we decorate, and
the brothers have to do
a favor for us in order to
get it. Jessica had Kappa
Sigma and Sigma Phi
Epsilon decorate their
booths with as much pink
as they possibly can for
breast cancer,” said Sigma
Alpha philanthropy chair
Nikki Alessi. “The booth
who does the best job will
get her horse shoe.”
“In the past we would
have the brothers do
funny, little favors like
sing us a song or talk about
Sigma Alpha to someone,
but this year we’re gearing
it more toward the whole
breast cancer theme,”
Rinaldi said.
“The week before the
event we also had the boys
sell breast cancer awareness ribbons for at least $1
each, and those proceeds
are also donated,” Alessi
said.
She said the event is
called “Bull Run” because

the sorority’s mascot is
a bull. Sigma Alpha is
a sorority with a social
emphasis as well as an
emphasis in agriculture.
“Whether it’s our major
or what our long term
career goals are, we’re all
involved in agriculture,
so our sorority is a little
different than the other
sororities on campus.”
Rinaldi said. “There’s only
about 34 of us so we’re
pretty small but mighty.”
The day of the Bull Run,
there were competitions
before the relay race.
“One of the competitions is for having the best
‘rack.’ One member of
each team has to dress up
like a woman, and whoever has the best ‘rack’ wins.
We also are going to have
breast cancer trivia questions while they model
their outfits to get more
points,” Alessi said. “It’s a
really good way for them
to actually learn the risks
and facts about breast
cancer.”
The teams competing in the relay on the

Khlarissa Agee / The Collegian

During the “Save Second Base” breast cancer awareness activities,
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity participates in the bra challenge.

baseball diamond performed a series of tasks
to advance to each base.
The tasks included crab
walking while popping
pink balloons, unhooking
a succession of bras and
“motor-boating” a fellow
teammate between their
balloon breasts to find a
breast cancer awareness
ribbon.
Other competitions
included a tug of war as

well as a goat milking
competition. The top three
winners with the highest
points won trophies and
a bra decorated in pink
glitter and feathers. This
year’s first place winner
was Sigma Chi.
The sorority is also
looking forward to participating in the Susan G.
Koman Race for a Cure
run/fitness walk at Fresno
State on October 26th.

E-cigarettes
used to quit
addiction

CONTINUED from page 3

that is what e-cigarettes are delivering,” Felix said.
Picou is comfortable smoking
her own e-cigarette.
“Cigarettes have over 4,000
chemicals and 69 carcinogens,”
Picou said. “So when somebody
is ingesting that, is smoking that,
you just kind of just have to weigh
your options.”
The basic ingredients for the
liquids in e-cigarettes are food
additives and vegetable glycerine.
Nicotine is added in different levels of the liquid, ranging from 24
mg to 0 mg.
Picou’s shop offers a wide
range of e-cigarettes and liquid.
Liquids purchased from other
companies are premixed, containing propylene glycol. The liquids
Picou mixed herself do not contain the chemical, she said.
The chemical propylene glycol
gives users the “throat hit feeling,”
while vegetable glycerin creates
the density of the vapor, Picou
said.
“They still get to feel like
they’re smoking, and the hand-tomouth habit is getting taken care
of,” she said. “A lot of it is in the
habit, so if they can take care of
the habit, hopefully they can dose
themselves down and maintain at
0 mg [of nicotine].”
Picou’s customers usually start
off with a nicotine level similar to
what they currently smoke and
slowly work their way down to a
zero nicotine level, she said.
Felix said that e-cigarettes
should be treated similarly to a
conventional cigarette. People
should not be exposed to the emitted vapor because of the potential
harmfulness, she said.
“If you have areas that are
smoke free and you have designated smoking areas, then I believe
e-cigarettes should be treated the
same and should not be allowed
where conventional smoking is
not allowed,” Felix said.
Addressing the issues concerning propylene glycol as a
chemical toxin, Picou referred to
a study by the New Hampshire
Department of Environmental
Services. Propylene glycol was
actually used to replace the more
toxic substance of ethylene glycol
and it is “generally recognized as
safe (GRS),” she said.
According to the research, propylene glycol is also “used in the
food-processing industry as an
additive to keep foods from drying
out.”
Picou does not encourage nonsmokers to try out nicotine-based
juices, but she encourages smokers to give e-cigarettes a try.
Picou said that there should be
an age restriction of 18 or older
to buy e-cigarettes, and she said
online marketing might be dangerous because minors can get
them. She said it would be safer to
keep the sales to actual stores so
that customers can be carded.
Fresno State freshman Brenda
Maciel feels that it would be better
still for smokers to quit than opt
for another alternative until e-cigarettes are approved by the FDA.
“I don’t think they [smokers]
should just choose another alternative,” Maciel said. “What I think
is they should just quit. They
should just stop. Right now, they
say it’s not bad, but in the future,
they can keep studying [e-cigarettes], and they can find something wrong with it.”
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WIN: Fresno State improves to 5-0

CONTINUED from page 8

inch wide receiver caught 16 passes for 185 yards and three scores.
“[Davante] worked his butt off
this week,” Carr said. “Everyone
has an off week. It was a way to get
his attention, and it did.”
Carr’s five touchdown passes
leaves him just two away from
Paul Pinegar’s school record of
84.
“Those things I don’t think
about,” Carr said. “My job is to get
the team in the end zone. I promise you that’s all I think about. We
were on a roll, and hopefully we
can continue that into the next
game.”
The Bulldogs showed a strong
defensive presence and totaled
four interceptions in the game,
the most since their 69-14 win
over Colorado last year. Derron
Smith had his third pick of the
season, and Charles Washington,
Nikko Motta and Curtis Riley had

“T

he coaches have been talking to us all week
about how the scoreboard is a liar, ‘Don’t look
at it, it’s going to lie to you.’”
— Derron Smith,
Fresno State junior safety
their first.
“I thought the defense came out
with great intensity,” DeRuyter
said. “The last couple of weeks,
the offense was really starting
to move the ball well. Those kids
were playing with a lot of intensity, and our defense matched that.
“We were leery because we
thought [Idaho] had some playmakers. I thought their quarterback’s a really good player.”
Along with the picks, the
Bulldogs had six sacks in the contest. Two of them were back-to-

back, both by Dillon Root, and
ended the game.
The Bulldogs will take a break
before their homecoming game
against the UNLV Rebels on Oct.
19.
“The timing is perfect,”
DeRuyter said. “It’s just about the
exact half of the season. We’ve
been going hard since August 1st.
“[The team] will get a welldeserved couple of days off, and
we’ll go on to UNLV.”
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After Saturday’s victory over Idaho, Fresno State quarterback Derek Carr is only two
touchdowns away from tying the all-time record set by Paul Pinegar.

The
Bulldog
Bulletin
Cross Country solid over the
weekend

Khlarissa Agee / The Collegian

Fresno State sophomore midfielder Nadia Pearl fights off a Wolf Pack defender during the Bulldogs’ 3-1 victory over Nevada on Friday night.

SOCCER: Bulldogs go undefeated over weekend
at home; Castain scores three goals in series
CONTINUED from page 8
goal 2 to give Fresno State a 2-1
lead.
Castain’s second goal insured
the Bulldog lead. In the 56th minute, she took a Bingham pass and
placed the ball into the corner of
the net for the 3-1 lead.
The Sunday afternoon game
against UNLV went the distance,
as both teams battled to a 0-0 tie

at the end of regulation.
In the ninth minute of overtime, Castain took a cross from
Myers and scored the game-winning goal, her third of the weekend.
“She came back with composure and put herself in dangerous
positions, though she played a lot
of minutes on Friday,” Zwaschka
said. “In the clutch, she has shown

sharpness and we can’t thank her
enough.”
Fresno State goalkeeper Katie
DeVault had 11 saves, tying her
for second all-time in Bulldog
history. She is also second in the
Mountain West Conference this
season with 62.
“With her being in her third
year as a starter for us, you can’t
say how important it is for us to

have that continuity,” Zwaschka
said. “We trust everybody in the
back line to do their job and protect her, and it’s her job to make
sure they stay organized.
“She’s definitely saved us a few
times.”

COMMENT: The Collegian is a forum
for student expression.
http://collegian.csufresno.edu

The Fresno State cross country
team finished strong during the
NCAA Inter-Region Jamboree in
Sacramento.
Annemarie Schwanz finished
eighth out of 156 runners for the
women. It was the third straight
time that she finished on top for
the Bulldogs.
“Annemarie is really starting to come into her own as not
only a cross country runner,
but a Division I contender,”
said Fresno State coach Sean
McManus.
“That is something the women’s program has been missing
the past couple years.”
Senior Kevin Poythress finished 35th in the men’s race with
a time of 24:43. It is the second
straight time he finished as the
top Bulldog. Danny Vartanian
finished in 24:49 (41st) and
junior Chriss Grimble finished in
25:02 (50th).
Bulldogs move up in AP,
down in Coaches’ polls
After crushing the Idaho
Vandals, the Fresno State
Bulldogs moved two spaces up in
the AP Poll and one space down
in the Coaches’ Poll.
The Bulldogs are now 21st
in the AP ranking, totaling 258
points. They are now ahead of
Oklahoma State. Arizona State,
who lost against Notre Dame,
dropped out of the ranking.
In the Coaches’ Poll, the
Bulldogs had a total of 325 points,
dipping them to No. 22. Texas
Tech, with their win against
Kansas, received 11 more points
than Fresno State and moved up
to No. 21.
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Bulldogs rout Vandals
FRESNO STATE 61, IDAHO 14

Fresno State takes care of business at the Kibbie Dome, beating Idaho by 42
By Christopher Livingston
The Collegian
It was not difficult for the Bulldogs to go
5-0. All they needed to do was play for 60
minutes.
Quarterback Derek Carr threw five
touchdowns and 419 yards, and the defense
forced five turnovers as Fresno State rolled
over Idaho 61-14 on Saturday in Idaho.
In the week after Hawaii scored 35 unanswered points in the second half -- nearly
upsetting the Bulldogs -- Fresno State
coach Tim DeRuyter told his team that in
order to win, it needed to keep the wheels
turning and ignore the scoreboard.
“We needed to go out there in the second
half and play like it was 0-0,” said junior
safety Derron Smith. “The coaches have
been talking to us all week about how the
scoreboard is a liar, ‘Don’t look at it, it’s
going to lie to you.’
“I think that’s what happened in the first
few games. It’s easy to say ‘Don’t look at the
scoreboard,’ but you see it and everyone
lets up a little bit. That’s what it takes for a
team to get back in the game.”
And this week, the Bulldogs played with
mental toughness. At the half, they led 47-0
and only allowed two scores by the Vandals
-- both in the fourth quarter.
“A week ago, we let momentum affect
us,” DeRuyter said. “I thought we responded to adversity much better this week.”
Carr’s main target was Davante Adams.
After a rough game at Hawaii, the 6-foot-2See WIN, Page 7

Fresno State wide receiver Davante Adams totaled three touchdowns and 185 yards in the Bulldogs’ victory against Idaho on Saturday.

SOCCER
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VOLLEYBALL

‘Dogs rock Rebels
By Christopher Livingston
The Collegian

Fresno State senior midfielder Morgan Castain had three goals over the weekend. Two of them were against Nevada on Friday night.

Khlarissa Agee / The Collegian

‘Dogs end weekend 2-0
By Christopher Livingston
The Collegian
The Bulldogs women’s soccer team went
undefeated during their weekend homestand, defeating the Nevada Wolf Pack 3-1
and UNLV Rebels 1-0.
“We feel really good because we know

that we opened both weekends with four
tough teams in our conference,” said
Fresno State coach Brian Zwaschka. “We
were a combination of relieved to be at
home, and we’ve been playing really well.”
In the match against Nevada, senior
Morgan Castain scored two goals to bring
the Bulldogs out of a 1-0 deficit.

Her first goal was in the 23rd minute, when she tapped a ball that bounced
off Wolf Pack goalie Kelsey Quintos and
into the net. In the 30th minute, Jaycee
Bingham took another Quintos deflection,
gave it to Shonice Myers, and Myers scored
See SOCCER, Page 7

After its loss to the San Diego State
Aztecs last Thursday, the Fresno State
Bulldogs women’s volleyball team swept
the UNLV Rebels 25-18, 25-15, 25-17 on
Saturday.
“After San Diego State, I had a talk
with my seniors,” said Fresno State coach
Lauren Netherby-Sewell said. “We got
some things clarified and we came together. It got them on a good track of not worrying so much about what this year is about
and we started playing good volleyball.”
It was the first match in 2013 where
Netherby-Sewell used the 6-2 offense. This
alignment allowed junior setter Christina
Lee to start along with her freshman teammate Brooke Legaux.
“It’s working out pretty well,” NetherbySewell said. “Brooke’s finally healthy, and
she’s able to run a pretty good game.
“It’s giving us another look on the blocking side, just so people can’t take advantage
of our small block on the right.”
The first set began with Bulldog dominance. Outside hitter Korrin Wild’s two
straight kills made it a 4-point lead. UNLV
outside hitter Sekola Falemaka led a rally
and tied the match 13-13 before Fresno
State finished on an 8-2 run and won the
frame.
The Rebels were unable to tie during Set
2. The Bulldogs led 19-10 and forced UNLV
to take its first timeout. Afterward, it outscored Fresno State 3-1, but the Bulldogs
recovered and scored the final five points
they needed to send the game into halftime.
After the half, junior right side hitter
Katie Pearson led the Bulldogs to a 9-4
lead. UNLV battled back and came within
four points, but the Bulldogs took advantage of two Rebel attack errors.
The win puts the Bulldogs back at .500,
and this weekend they will return home to
host San Jose State and Nevada.

